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For every choice of integers d, i, and s with i j d and d > i > s > 0 and for 
every prime power 4, a block design b with the following properties can be 
constructed: 
(a) B admits an abelian translation group which is transitive on the points of b. 
(b) b has the parameters v  = qd, k = qi, and X = 2. 
(c) At least one line of 23 consists of q8 points. 
(d) The points of b may be regarded as the points of the affine geometry 
‘%X = AG(d, q), the blocks as certain i-dimensional linear manifolds of 8; the 
incidence of 23 is induced by ‘u. 
Ifs+’ i or if i > s > i/2, then any design B which satisfies condition (a) to (d) 
possesses lines (in the general sense, see e.g., Dembowski [4]) with different 
numbers of points. 
INTRODUCTION 
The designs AGdpl(d, q) and PGdel(d, q) of points and hyperplanes of 
the affine and projective space of dimension d over GF(q) can be cha- 
racterized- with some restrictions-by means of the number of points on 
their lines [2, 31. 
Other examples of block designs which admit a representation within 
a Desarguesian space may be found among the (remaining) designs with 
a point-transitive Abelian translation group [5]. 
In view of the results mentioned above, it is natural to ask about the 
existence of a similar connection between point numbers of the lines and 
type in a more general case. 
Since transitivity on the points does not necessarily imply transitivity 
on the lines, one must ask first whether all lines of such a design must 
contain the same number of points. This question, the main subject of 
this paper, will be answered negatively. In fact, using spreads in projective 
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spaces, we shall construct designs which, although admitting a point- 
transitive Abelian translation group, possess lines of different numbers of 
points. Moreover, if one pays attention to certain necessary conditions, 
it is possible to prescribe, in the case h = 2, the parameters v and k and 
the point-number of at least one line of the design. 
These results show that, for block designs with transitive Abelian 
translation groups, the relation between the size of the lines and the 
type of the design is of a more complicated nature than that of the 
examples mentioned above. 
1. A METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING BLOCKDESIGNS 
In this section, we shall recall a method of constructing designs with 
(point-)transitive Abelian translation groups making use of given special 
tactical configurations. 
Definitions of the combinatorial and geometric notions used through- 
out this paper can be found in Dembowski [4]. (Instead of the term 
“design” used there we shall often use the expression “block design.“) 
Let 5 be a hyperplane of the Desarguesian projective space PG(d, q) 
of dimension d over GF(q). The external structure 2l = PG(d, q)s will 
then be isomorphic to the affine geometry AG(d, q) of dimension d over 
the same field. Furthermore, let be given an incidence structure 2 with 
the following properties: 
(i) The points of 2 are the points of $5. 
(ii) The blocks of J are certain (i - 1)-dimensional subspaces of Js, 
where i 3 1 is fixed. 
(iii) The incidence of 2 is induced by the incidence of 5. 
(iv) Z is a tactical configuration. 
From 5 we may construct a new incidence structure 8(Z) in the following 
way: 
(1) As points of 23(r) we take the (affine) points of Cu. 
(2) An i-dimensional linear manifold of ‘% is taken as a block of 
B(2) if and only if its projective completion intersects 5 in a subspace 
belonging to 2. 
(3) The incidence in 23(Z) is induced by the incidence of ‘$I. 
By using the definitions of 2 and B(2), it can be shown (see [5, Th. 31) 
that 
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(1.1) 8(X) is a block design with a transitive Abeh’an transIation group. 
The parameters of 23(Z) are v = qd, k = qi and h = r*, where r* is the 
number of blocks of Z going through a given point of 5. 
Transitivity will here and in the following be understood to be transi- 
tivity on the points of the design. 
Remarks. 1. Conversely, for every block design 8 with a transitive 
Abelian translation group there exists a tactical configuration 2 of the 
properties listed above such that B is isomorphic to B(2) (see [5, Th. 31). 
2. By constructing suitable tactical configurations 2 and using (1.1) 
we shall prove the existence of block designs with a transitive Abelian 
translation group and lines of different size. 
2. REPRESENTATION OF THE LINES OF 23(2) IN X 
Let L’ denote the projective completion of the linear manifold L of CLI 
and L* the intersection of L’ with the hyperplane 5. 
By construction of !B(Z), every block B of b(2) determines a block of 
2; so B* is a block of 2. Conversely, to every block U of Z there exists a 
B of 9(Z) such that B* = U; considering only blocks of s(2) which are 
incident with a given point P,, of B(Z), this correspondence is one-to-one. 
We shall now extend this representation of elements of 23(X) in X by 
including as well the lines of b(S). Note that in general the l-dimensional 
affine line PQ through the points P and Q is different from the line [PQ] 
of the block design-[PQ] being defined as the set of points lying in the 
intersection of the h blocks of 23(Z) which contain P and Q. 
However, the lines of d(X) are non-empty intersections of linear 
manifolds, therefore manifolds themselves. 
Using Remark I of Section 1, it is therefore easy to show: 
(2.1) Let 23 be a block design with a transitive Abelian translation 
group. Then v, k and the numbers of points on the lines of b are powers of 
the same prime number p. 
We mention that this result can be generalized (see [5, corollary on 
PO 751). 
Now we prove: 
(2.2) For any two distinct points P and Q of b(2), the line [PQ] satis- 
fies 
[PQ]* = A BU* = A UV , 
L&=1 LJ=l 
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where the B, (p = l,..., h) denote the d@erent blocks of 8(Z) incident 
with P and Q and where the U, (v = l,..., h) are the different blocks of Z 
incident with S = PQ*. 
Proof. By definition of the line [PQ], we have IPQ] = n:=, B, (more 
exactly [PQ] = fit=, (B?)). For the projective completion of [PQ], it 
follows that [PQ]’ = n,=, B,‘. From that we get the first part of the 
equation by intersecting both sides with $j. 
Since PQ S [PQ], the point S = PQ* is contained in B,* for ail blocks 
B, incident with P and Q. Beside these different h blocks B,” there are no 
other blocks of Z going through S, since, according to the construction 
of 23(Z), the parameter h of %3(X) is equa1 to the number of blocks of Z 
going through a point of this configuration (see (1.1)). 
Let U denote the set of blocks of %. Then we have: 
(2.3) To every point S of 2, there exists a line g of 8(2) such that 
g*= n U. 
UIS 
ucu 
Proof. We choose a point P of Cu and, given S, a further point Q on 
the projective line PS such that Q $ (S, PI. Then S is equal to PQ* and, 
according to (2.2), the line [PQ] can be chosen as g. 
Remark. As (2.2) and (2.3) show, there is a relation between the lines 
of 23(Z) and the intersections of the blocks of 5 which contain a given 
point; again, this correspondence will be one-to-one when one restricts 
oneself to the lines going through the point P,, . 
3. BLOCK DESIGNS IN WHICH ALL LINES HAVE EQUALLY MANY POINTS 
In this section we shall consider only designs in which all lines have the 
same size. 
(3.1) If 8 is a block design with a transitive Abelian translation group 
and ifall lines of 53 contain the same number of points, then there exist a 
prime potence q and natural numbers d, i, and s such that 
(a) v = q”, k = qi, and I g / = qs for every line g of 23, 
(b) s divides (d, i), and 
(c) the lines of b determine an (s - I)-spread in PG(d - 1, q). 
Here we mean by a t-spread of a projective space !J.J a set of mutually 
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disjoint t-dimensional subspaces of !J3 covering all points of ++I. By dehni- 
tion, (d, i) is the greatest common divisor of d and i. 
Proof of (3.1). For a suitable 2, the design B is isomorphic to B(2). 
(Compare Section 1, Remark 1.) The points of a(z) are points of an 
affine space AG(d, q), the blocks certain i-dimensional, the lines-all 
having the same number of points-certain s-dimensional linear mani- 
folds. These numbers q, d, i, and s, related to 8(X), have the required 
properties: Part (a) is fulfilled trivially. Furthermore, the lines through 
a given point P,, cover all points of 93 and likewise all points of any block 
of !I3 going through PO . Since two different of those lines intersect only 
in PO, we get that (qS - 1) is a divisor both of (qd - 1) and of (qi - 1); 
so (b) is true. By applying the operation * (see Section 2) to all lines of 
23(T) we get a set of (s - I)-dimensional subspaces of $. Result (2.2) 
shows that these subspaces are disjoint, (2.3) means that they cover the 
points of 6. As ideal hyperplane of AG(d, q), the space -fi is isomorphic 
to PG(d - 1, q). Hence (c) is shown as well. 
Conversely: 
(3.2) Given any prime power q and natural numbers d, i, and s with 
d > i and s / (d, i), it is possible to construct a block design which admits a 
transitive Abelian translation group and satis$es (a), (b), and (c) of (3.1). 
Proof by construction of a design !B. Let the points of B be the points 
of the affine geometry 111, = AG(ds-l, qs); let the blocks of b be all 
(i . s-l)-dimensional linear manifolds of $X1 , the incidence of b be induced 
by the incidence of +?I, . Then the translations of 9l, induce translations 
of !IJ, so !I3 is a block design having properties (a) and (b) and admitting 
a group of the type mentioned. Furthermore, if one considers %, as a 
vector space ‘Ql,, of dimension d over GF(q), the linear manifolds of 911 
are manifolds of ‘%!I, as well. Then property (c) follows analogously to the 
proof of (3.1). 
Remarks. 1. The block designs constructed in (3.2) possess a col- 
lineation group transitive on the incident point-line pairs which is induced 
by a collineation group of 9l[, . 
2. In (3.1) and (3.2) the lines of 23 are the lines of the affine space 
AG(d, q) if and only if s = 1. That is the case in particular for 
(d, i) = I. 
3. We remark that there exist block designs with a transitive Abelian 
translation group which have the same number of points on every line 
although the set of blocks does not consist of all i-dimensional linear 
manifolds in AG(d, q) for any i, d, and q. The designs gained with the aid 
of symplecta (see [S, p. 81 (5.6)]) are examples of structures of that sort. 
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4. BLOCK DESIGNS IN WHICH THERE EXIST LINES OF 
DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF POINTS 
(4.1) If !I3 is a block design with the parameters v = qd, k = qi, and 
h = 2, where q is a prime power and d and i are natural numbers, then i is 
a divisor of d. 
Proof. Let j be the greatest common divisor of d and i. In [5, p. 76 
(4.10)], it has been shown that then (qi - 1) . (qj - 1)-l divides h. Hence 
either qi - 1 = qj - 1 and i = j or q” - 1 = 2(qj - 1). But the second 
case is impossible; so i = j and i divides d. 
THEOREM. For every choice of integers d, i, and s with 
(LX) i divides d, and 
(p) ci > i > s > 0, 
and for every prime power q a block design 23 with the following properties 
can be constructed: 
(1) 53 admits an Abelian translation group which is transitive on the 
points of 93. 
(2) 93 has the parameters v = qd, k = qi, and X = 2. 
(3) At least one line of B consists of q* points. 
(4) The points of 23 may be regarded as the points of the afine geometry 
‘II = AG(d, q), the blocks as certain i-dimensional linear manifolds of %; 
the incidence of23 is induced by 91. 
Remark 1. The conditions concerning the integers d, i, s, and q are 
necessary as well for the validity of the assertions (see (2.1) and (4.1)). 
2. We shall prove the theorem by applying the method of constructing 
block designs described in Section 1. 
Proof of the theorem. Let the numbers q, d, i, and s satisfy the hypo- 
theses. First we prove: 
(a) There exists an (i - I)-spread W in PG(d - 1, q). In a vector 
space su, of rank d. i-l over GF(qi) the subspaces of rank 1 cover the 
non-zero vectors of 8),-and that covering is disjoint. If one restricts the 
field of scalars to the elements of K = GF(q), then %3), becomes a vector 
space %), of rank d over GF(q); in 23,) the subspaces mentioned above 
are subspaces of rank i and form, viewed projectively, an (i - l)-spread 
)332 in PG(d - 1, q). 
From this spread we construct a tactical configuration. The number v* 
of points of PG(d - 1, q) is equal to (qd - 1) . (q - 1)-l; every (i - I)- 
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dimensional subspace contains k* = (qi - 1) * (q - 1)-l points. Since 911 
is a disjoint cover of the projective space, we have 
(b) ) ‘93 / = (qd - 1) * (qi - 1)-l. Now we choose a subspace D, which 
is an element in m, and in D, a subspace CO of dimension s - 1. That is 
possible because of condition @). In the following, D, and CO are to be 
held fixed. 
We recall that the full projective linear group PGL(rl, q) of the 
(d - I)-dimensional space ‘p = PG(d - 1, q) is transitive on the ordered 
simplices of ‘$I (see, for example, Baer [l]). Therefore, the subgroup 
PGL(d, q)tcO}-in the following abbreviated by d-of collineations of 
PGL(d, q) which fix CO pointwise is still transitive on the subspaces of 
dimension i - 1 which have no point in common with C,, (by (a) and 
(/3) we have s + i < d). The same argument shows that d is transitive on 
the subspaces of dimension s containing C,, . In particular, given any pair 
(Dh , Dj) of elements D, , D, of ‘9X\(D,), there exists a collineation (T~,~ of 
A which maps Dh onto Dj ; likewise, given any pair (H, , H,,) of s-dimen- 
sional subspaces H, , H, of D, which contain CO, there exists a 
r,,,, E A such that H, is mapped onto H, by T,~,~ . These facts enable us 
to show: 
(c) There exists a collineation 6 E A such that 
(i) 9J2n9JZ6= 0,and 
(ii) D, n D,,” = CO . 
Clearly, if we define r to be the set of all collineations y contained in A, 
which either satisfy 9JI n $92~ # o or D, n D,,” # C,, or both, it is suffi- 
cient to prove that r is a proper subset of A. Let y be an element of I’; 
then 9JI n ‘93~ # a or D, n DOy 3 CO . In the first case we get D, = DO7 
(meaning D, n DOy 3 C,, , the case we are going to consider as second) 
or there exist (not necessary different) elements D, , Dj of ~9X\{D,} with 
Djy = Dw . Then, by construction of u h,i , the collineation y is an element 
of the coset ADjo;,; ; here we mean by A,, the subgroup of A which con- 
sists of all elements leaving Dj fixed as a whole. In the second case, if 
D, n D,y 3 CO , there exists a pair (H, , H,) of (not necessary different) 
s-dimensional subspaces H, , H, of D, containing CO which satisfy 
H,” = H,,, ; therefore y is an element of AH,7&tn for a T,,,~ E A which 
maps H,, onto H, . Thus we have shown that 
(cl) r C t&j ADjo$) LJ (Ln AN,~$J, where Da, 4 VI, j + 0) and 
H,, , H, run through all subspaces of the type described above. (We 
remark that even equality can be shown in (cl).) Next we compute the 
index of the stabilizers A,, and A,- in A. (Here Dj and H, are any two 
of the subspaces occurring in the first or second union of (cl), respectively.) 
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If we denote the set of images of Dj under d by Dj”, it is clear (see, e.g., 
Wielandt [6]) that 
(~2) 14 I = IA,,1 *IDj”l. A n analogous equation holds for dHn . The 
space Dj has dimension i - 1; the intersection of Dj with C,, is trivial 
because of Dj E ‘%Jl\{D,,}. We have remarked already that d is transitive 
on all subspaces of ‘$I of dimension i - 1 which have no point with C, 
in common. Other (i - 1)-dimensional subspaces cannot occur in the 
orbit of Dj under A. So we have 
(~3) 1 Dj” / = [l-J::: (qd - Q+~)] . [nzi (qi - qv)]-‘. The orbit of H, 
under A consists of all subspaces of $3 which contain C,, and have dimen- 
sion s. So the length of this orbit is 
(c4) j H,A I = (qd - q”) * (q”+l - &l. We remark that the length of 
the orbits of Dj and H, under A is not dependent on the special Dj or 
H, . Hence it is sufficient to count the number of the Dj and H, which 
occur in (cl). For Dj or Dh , respectively, there are exactly / YJI 1 - 1 
possibilities, for H, or H, , respectively, exactly t = (qi - q”)(q”+l - qs)-l. 
Now, using (~2) (c3), and (~4) we get from (cl): 
= T I A I . I DjA 1-l * (1 ‘%I / - 1) + C / A / * 1 H,’ 1-1 . t 
n 
+ t2 . (qs+l - 4”) * (qd - 4”)~‘I. 
Let A be the abbreviation for the term in the square brackets. We are 
going to give bounds for A. For i > 3, we get 
i-1 
(I m I - 1)” . n. [(q’ - 4”) * (qd - qs+“)-‘] 
v=o 
(qd _ qi)2 . qi _ qi-S . qi - q(-S-1 
- (qi _ 1)2 qd - qi qd _ q"-1 
i-l 
I-I 
qi - qv 
“#i-s (qd-” - 4”) ’ 4’ 
v#S-s-l 
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here we have used the inequalities d - s 3 i and i - s - 1 >, 0 (see 
(a) and (is)). Now we are able to give bounds for A in the case i > 3: 
A < q-” + (qi _ q”)2 . (@+l - 4~)-l(y” _ q-1 
~ (q - 1) . qd-2s 
(9 - l)(qd-” - 1) 
+ qd-2s _ $-s + 1 
(q - I)(qd-” - 1) 
< qd -s-(s-1) 
- (qi-” - 1) 
qd-s - 1 < 1. 
In the case i = 2, we have s = 1 by hypothesis (/I) and obtain: 
A = (qd - q2) . [(q + l)(qd-’ - I)]-’ + (q - 1) . (qd-l - 1)-l 
= (qd - 1) * [qd + qd-1 - q - 11-1 < 1. 
Therefore A < 1 in any case. From the fact that r _C d and 1 r j < 
/ d 1 . A < / d 1, it follows that r is a proper subset of d. Thus we have 
shown the existence of an element 6 E d\I’; that 6 suffices (i) and (ii); 
hence (c) is proved. 
(d) Definition qf Ts . Let 6 be an element of A\T. Then we define an 
incidence structure Xs = Z(6) in the following way: 
Points of 2, are the points of $3 = PG(d - 1, q). 
Blocks of X6 are the elements of ‘9JI u !W. 
The incidence of Ts is induced by the incidence of ‘$3. 
(e) The incidence structure Z6 defined in (d) is a tactical configuration 
with the parameters: 
zi* = (qd - 1) * (q - 1))’ (number of points of 2,), 
k* = (qi - 1) * (q - 1))’ (number of points on a block of 2,), 
r* = 2 (number of blocks incident with a given point of 2,). 
Proof. All blocks of Z6, as (i - I)-dimensional subspaces of ‘$3, 
contain the same number k* of points. Because W is a spread, ‘YJ16 is a 
spread as well. Hence through every point of 2, there goes a unique 
element of 9.R and a unique element of !W; because of 9X n %ns = O, 
those two elements are different; so every point is incident with exactly 
two blocks of X8. 
(f) For every point SE CO the intersection of the bIocks of 2, incident 
with S is equal to CO . (The dimension of C, is s - 1.) Every point of 
Z6 is incident with two blocks, S in particular with D, and D,“, since 
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6 E d = PGL(& q)ccd . By (ii), the intersection of D, and Do6 is equal to 
c 0. 
If we identify ‘$I = PG(d - 1, q) with the hyperplane !?j of PG(d, q), 
then Ts satisfies the conditions (i) to (iv) listed in Section 1. Therefore it 
makes sense to construct %3(Z) = %3(5,) as described. 
(g) !3(2,) satisfies condition (1) to (4) of the theorem. That follows by 
making use of (1.1) and (2.3) and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3. It is easily seen that in the design 23(%,) the number of 
lines containing q” points is at least qd-s. 
(4.2) Ifs is not a divisor of i or if i > s > i/2, then a block design 93 
which satisjies condition (I) to (4) of the theorem has lines of diferent size. 
ProoJ If s is not a divisor of i, we get the conclusion from (3.1). So 
let s be greater than i/2. By hypothesis (3) there exists a line g, of 93 of 
size 4”. Since % admits an automorphism group which is transitive on the 
points, we can assume w.1.o.g. that g, contains the origin 0 of AG(d, q). 
If B is a block of % containing g, , then there exists a line g, which is 
incident with 0, is contained in B and has only 0 in common with g, . 
As intersections of linear manifolds containing the origin, g, and g, are 
-as well as B-subspaces of the vector space basic to AG(d, q). By 
applying the rank-formula one gets rank g, < rank B - s < i/2 < s. 
Hence g, contains less than qs points and therefore has a size different 
from that of g, . 
Result (4.2) allows us to state following corollary of the theorem: 
COROLLARY. There exist block designs admitting a point-transitive 
Abelian translation group which have lines of direrent size. 
Remark 4. Not all of the block designs B(2,) we have constructed 
above possess lines of different size: If, for instance, i = 2, any line of the 
design in question has to be identical to an affine line of AG(d, q); hence 
every line contains exactly q points. 
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